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Kenmore PRO® 36" Slide-In Gas & Electric Cooktops
Product Facts
Product Overview:
The versatile Kenmore PRO® 36" Slide-In Gas & Electric
Cooktops come fully equipped with Turbo Boil® Flex™ burner,
providing more cooking control, speed and precision. Matching the
performance and design of the new Kenmore PRO suite of kitchen
appliances, both cooktops include professionally styled knobs to
complete the look for a perfect gourmet kitchen.
Key Features:
Kenmore PRO® 36" Slide-In Gas Cooktop
 Kenmore Exclusive Turbo Boil® Flex™ Element with
5,000 to 18,000 BTUs allows for both rapid boiling and
precise low-temperature simmering with a single burner
without having to move the pan or pot
 Flexible Burner Options including a 5,000 BTUs simmer,
9,500 BTU burners, a 12,200 BTU power burner, 16,200
BTUs triple ring burners, and 18,200 BTUs Turbo Boil
Flex™ burners give chefs the ability to cook any meal
 Cast Iron Grates boast long lasting professional style, to
ensure precision every time so meal comes out just right
Kenmore PRO® 36" Slide-In Electric Cooktop
 Kenmore Turbo Boil® Flex™ Element simmers low and
boils fast with a 3200 watt burner that provides the ability
to warm, simmer and boil all without moving the pot
 Flexible Burner Options including a 6” 1200 watt simmer
element, 7” 1800 watt bridge elements, 12” and 9” 3000
watt and 1800 watt dual elements, and 9” 3200 watt and
110 watt Turbo Boil Flex™ burners for versatile,
simultaneous cooking
Available Models/Dimensions:
 Model: 34913 (gas), 40403 (electric)
 Dimensions (L X W X D): 35 7/8” X 25” X 7 ¾”
 Weight, Shipping (Approx.): 95 lbs.
 Colors available: Stainless
About the Kenmore Brand
The Kenmore Brand is an industry leader in delivering trusted
performance in the home with smart and stylish appliance innovations that
help consumers do things quicker, easier and better. Recognized as a top
appliance brand for 100 years, the Kenmore Brand continues to give
consumers more time, efficiency and better results for better living with
industry-leading products across small and large appliance categories.
For more information, log on to www.kenmore.com or
www.facebook.com/kenmore.

